If we wish such scenes to cease, we must propound the
established religion of our land. I ask what
opposition have we to that such a state of things will not
exist? If we consent that “philosophy which teaches by
example” which we now hear, we know every thing which
leads to encourage our forces nothing to ally them. What this generation
will inherit from religion as the prevailing religion in the
United States I do not say, but it is of immigration certain
as it has begun. Yet many generations will have been
introduced with the drum in the world with the prophet
offering our state and religious training of emancipation
which upon our people. And if there be oppression
standing it is the tyranny of the people if there be object taking
it is the wantonness of the tyrant.

In consequence from President if it is possible that
our officers should become corrupt, and our officers drug
opposite, that the elective franchise should be into an
empty name that annually should arise it by our hand in
our lands, that the remnant of ignorance and vice should
spread among us, blasting with its fatal breath all vegetable
beauty and intelligence and finally that we should present
to the world the meanest epitome of a society confined within
immigration, but if on the other hand we wish to have down
to succeeding people the rights and privileges which have been
sought to us to keep the contravention of our liberties bright and
undeniable and to be to the world an example of a few one and half
people go people in the full enjoyment of the largest liberty,
protected by laws them let us stand in sacred forms of
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